
MR COULIBALY School: LTIMK 2019/2020 

 

Series of Activities on Closed questions, Tags and tenses and vocabulary. 

Activity one :  

Situation: 

Assane and Umaar are two friends. They are talking about the insecurity which prowls in our country 

Senegal. Here is their conversation. Complete it meaningfully.  

Assane: There _______________(to be) many killings very recently brother. I am too scared. 

Umaar: So________I. when they showed the death of the policeman on TV I____________(to start) 

shaking like a leaf.  

Assane: I ______________(to hear) on the radio the other day they _________________(to murder) 

a boy next to Limamoulaye High School two hours before.  

Umaar: Gosh!! The police ______(to tire) us tonight as early as Timis hour ______(to ring). 

Assane: Yeah! Every god given night because of that!! On yet, I see it eye to eye,_____________you? 

Umaar: Of course, I do!! There must be one even if the insecurity rate decreases.  

Assane: ______________________________________(to stay) home at night? 

Umaar: Sure I do. My dad will never let me out, ___________________yours?  

Assane: My dad never does!!! It’s like a cashew these days.  

Umaar: Hey! They _________________(to ring). Let’s get in class, ___________________? 

Assane: Alright!!!!! 

Debate topic: Insecurity in the World.  

Phenomenon Causes Consequences solutions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 



Activity two:  

a- Complete this chart. 

Verbs Nouns Adjectives Adverbs 

 Agreement   

  Useful  

To know     

 Cheater /   

To teach     

 Acceptance    

To testify     

 

b- Situation:  

The use of cell phone at school is on everybody’s lips. Fat’ Fall and Bitey are two classmates, they are 

discussing. Complete their talk with the right form of the words in bracket.  

Fat’ Fall: Do you __________________(agreement) with the ___________(useful) of cell phone at 

school? 

Bitey: I don’t mind students __________________(to use) cell-phones at school. 

Fat’ Fall: But, it is a public___________________________(know) that most of the students can use 

them to __________________________(cheater) 

Bitey: No, I don’t think so. _________________(teach) ask us to put them off when we  have a test. 

Fat’ Fall: Some students never put their cellulars off.  

Bitey: I don’t _______________________(acceptance).  

Debate topic: Criminality in Senegal. 

Problem Pros Cons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 



Activity three:  

Use the (full) infinitive or without “to” or the Gerund to complete this following passage. 

We all look forward to______________________(to have) BFEM in July. We must 

__________________(to work) very hard then ___________________(to succeed) in it. We don’t 

mind _______________________(to have) sleepless nights all along the school year because 

“Jarnako”. I can already see myself ______________(to cry) for joy when they call my name on the 

result proclamation day. Last year, I heard many people ________(to show) their joy or pain in untold 

ways. Before _________________(to reach) my aim then I need __________________(to give) my 

upmost.   

Activity2:  Souleyman is a jobless man. He is in love with Coumba. But, she differs with him. They 

are talking on phone. Fill in the gaps with the right questions. 

Souleyman: Hello, here is Souley! ______________________________________________? 

Coumba: I am good. How are you Souley?_________you__________(to park) your number? 

Souleyman: Yes, I have. When I don’t park it you will not answer, ____________________? 

Coumba: You know my mother does like the idea I hang out with boys. Please, I beg you!! Don’t 

insist, _____________________? 

Souleyman: I just want to show you what I keep in this heart of mine for you. You can listen to me, 

____________________? _________________________(I/can/ to see)  you Coumba?  

Coumba: Nowhere!!! And stop calling me, _____________________________________? 

Debate topic: Dating at school. 

Phenomenon For Against 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Expressions of the day: 

1) To worry about something:  

2) To waste time:  

3) To differ with somebody: Not to agree with somebody 

4) To park one’s number: to hide one’s number 

5) Nowhere: nulle part.   

 


